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About
Interactive installation controlled by a swing

Points of contact

Bastien Girschig (Developper)
bastien.girschig@gmail.com
+33 69 563 22 02

Béatrice Lartigue (Project lead)
beatrice.lartigue@gmail.com
+33 68 616 88 73

In the box

❏ Apple mac mini (power cable in the box)
❏ Apple keyboard + mouse
❏ USB mouse
❏ Matte black and ❏ matte white duct tape
❏ ELP camera

❏ Camera module
❏ Adjustable Lens
❏ Usb cable

❏ Manfrotto magic arm
❏ Manfrotto magic clamp
❏ Camera support
❏ 2 USB extension cords
❏ 2 USB flex reading lights
❏ 2 USB power supplies
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Installation

Setup the camera

● Using the Magic arm, Magic clamp and camera support
● Point the camera towards one of the swing’s rope, with as little “noise” as possible

○ Ideally, towards a flat, matte black background
○ Ideally, with only one rope visible (from the inside-out)

● Don’t worry too much about positioning for now.

Setup the computer

● Connect the power, HDMI and ethernet (optional, but allows us remote access) cables
● Connect the USB camera
● Connect the USB keyboard and mouse
● Press the power button

○ The computer will boot directly into the software



Fine tune the camera

Press the ‘m’ key to toggle the menu. This will show the camera feed. Use it to correctly place the
camera

● The camera must  ‘see’ the rope when the swing is at its maximum forward/back positions
● You can use the lens’s focal ring to widen / narrow the field of view
● Use the focus ring to focus the camera
● Make sure the aperture is open to the max

Mask out stuff

The detector works using the contrast of the white rope against a dark background
If some elements of the background are not dark, they may break the detection, so we have to
hide them

With software

Go to http://projects.bastiengirschig.com/field_tools/ on the computer
This will allow you to “mask out” irrelevant parts of the image

While doing so, keep in mind that:

● The thinner the “stripe” is, the more susceptible to noise the detector will be
● The “visible area” must still contains the rope in its “extreme” positions (forward and back)

Example mask during tests:

http://projects.bastiengirschig.com/field_tools/


With hardware

If some small elements can’t be masked out, or if they create “halos” that leak into the detection
area, you can use the matte black tape, to hide those elements from the camera


